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Revealed: 
• New information from Oswald's still-classified KGB file —and an 

exclusive interview with the agent assigned to him after he defected to 
the Soviet Union 

• Indisputable evidence from new computer enhancements of the 
Zapruder film, of how many shots were fired and at precisely what time 

• Conclusive ballistics and medical proof of the "single bullet" theory 
• New facts showing why the multitude of conspiracy theories are false or 

unsupported by credible evidence 

• An unsettling look at how the FBI and the CIA compromised the 
Warren Commission Report by withholding vital information 

Three decades after the assassination 
of John F. Kennedy, a brilliant, 
overwhelming book provides closure 
to the tragedy no one can forget. 

Here is the true and complete story. Breaking new factual and psychological ground, a stunning new portrait of Lee 
Harvey Oswald emerges — stripped of media-speak; delivering an emotional reality never before glimpsed by the 
American people. A work of monumental research, meticulous synthesis, and inescapable conclusion, Case Closed 
resolves America's most painful mystery. 

"Brilliant and meticulous...With the skill of a novelist, but a novelist possessed of the facts, Posner follows 
Oswald's tormented movements. Case Closed has helped lay to rest one of the great cultural and political 
scandals of our time." 	 — WILUAM STYRON 

"This case has indeed been closed by Mr. Posner's work ... His chapter on the single bullet is a tour de 
force, absolutely brilliant, absolutely convincing." 	 — STEPHEN E AMBROSE 

"Brilliantly researched, utterly convincing and compelling. At last, the voice of sanity... a long-awaited, 
much-needed antidote to the conspiracy theorists. If you read only one book on the assassination, let it be this." 

— DAVID WLSE 
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